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Since 1978, B .A .T has launched three major cigarette houses onto the

United Kingdom market - Three Fives, du l'aurier and KENT .

While these are essentially new brands, specially created to meet the

requirements of specific sr-c tors of the U .K . market, the names themselve s

~r Three Fives ; du faurier and KLNr)- are Ly no means new . Each trademark

has an interesting history, and //indeed a success story, all its own .

(STATE EXPRESS THREE FIVES )

In 1896 a London tobacco merchant, Albert - later Sir Albert - Levy, was

on a business trip to hew York . His travels were to take him upstate to

Buffalo - by way of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad . As

he was being taken to the station he was told that the train he was about

to ride was the fastest in regular service anywhere in the worP10W It wa

s called the Empire State Express and the engine number was 1 / evy was

something of a romantic when it came to names and as he was shuffled

off to Buffalo by the ultimate in contemporary technology, Levy's mind

swung from ancient to modern . 'Empire State Express' - Levy was certain

the words had impact and charisma . On his return to England he registered

the shortened form, STATE EXPRESS, as a trademark, along with various three

number combinations .

History, of course, has proved Levy right . STATE EXPRESS THREE FIVES is

a brand name known throughout the world .

Interestingly , THREE FIVES was once only one of a series from THREE

ONES up to THREE NINES, that were produced by Levy's Ardath Tobacco Company .

THREE NINES, for example, was an ultra luxury hand-rolled cigarette, aimed

at the upper crust carriage trade .

In the 'roaring tt ;enties' - the sophisticates .ere inspired by hotl Co•;ard,

the Charleston, E_ntleys and Bunattis . THREE FO'YIPS and THREE SEVENS %- .-re

then the ultra fashionat~le Turkish ciearettes for that marl et . THREE THREES

on the ctkkrr h-:,'id, t ;ac the choice of t ; . ~rl ir- r•.,an .

1
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But over the years, as ta,.tes and fads waxed and waned, it was the THREE

FIVES formula that established itself as the consistent favourite .

Basically a Virgini'a cigarette, it contained just a hint of Oriental tobacco .

This winning combination ir, ;,arted a di~Linc.tive flavour which eventually

earned a permanent world .:ide r,lutation fur quality and taste .

As the other varieties - the 1IlhLE.S, the FOURS - disappeared from the

marketplace, THREE FIVES r ;aintained its popularity and its sales continued

to grow .

But no longer for Sir Albert Levy . In 1925 he was unable to resist a

major takeover bid for his operation from two grand rival concerns -

Imperial Tobacco and B .A .T . Imperial marketed THREE FIVES in the U .K . ;

B .A .T in the rest of the world .

For more that a quarter of a century this remained the position ; meanwhile

B .A .T developed major markets for THREE FIVES brands in Africa, and th e

Middle and Far East .

W,weuec, in 1961 a policy of rationalisatio n

opportunity to obtain total control of STATE EXPRESS .

by its agreements with Imperial, B .A .T could not market i

in the United Kingdom .

But that was yesterday - in 1972, anticipating Britain's joining the Common

hlarketIi-f- was decided to dissolve the agreement between B .A .T and Imperial

covering trade in Europe . When the formalities had been completed in 1973

B .A .T was free at last to trade in the U .K. A test market operation of

STATE EXPRESS THREE FIVES .rands was carried out from 1976 to 1978 when the

decision was made to co national . THREE FIVES FILTER !;I?CGS was selected as

the key brand for the launch .

Follo,ring on from thic car^e the plain brand THREE FIVES SELECTED VIP .FINIA,

and in 1979 the low to middle tar brand . T!f1EE FIVES MEDIUM MILD .

The range was co77,,lete in 1981 with ti .c &ddit ion of the low tar bran d

T` Er FIVES 7.EC1~L "J[ P, r .a{ ino TH".E.E FIVES the first cigarette house i n

gave B .A .T a nby Imperial
rte-,

er l-imi ted

s new acquisition
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the U .K . to offer three distinct king size brands, one in each of the middle,

low to middle and low tar sectors .

And so STATE EXPRESS with its THREE FIVES brand range has successfully returned

to the country where it was first marketed and where its quality reputation

was first established at the turn of the century .

rl; ~,tl s E~

From a name with roots in the United States, we move to the name du Maurier

whose roots are firmly in the U .K . - despite a seemingly French connection .

(DU MAURIER )

In the late 1920's and thirties, Sir Gerald du Maurier was London's

leading man both as ~tagQ~personality and as society trend setter . Legend

has it that~l;tri-&... n, whose voice was his fortune, felt the need for a

smoother cigarette than was generally available ire- t

At the time .,Peter Jackson Limited, a . subsidiary of the International

Tobacco Company, was developing a process for making tipped cigarettes .

In an outstanding publicity coup the company and the actor got together

and agreed to-tha use-&f the name, du Maurier, for a new brand .

The first du Maurier brand was launched in 1929 . It was a plain cigarette

in a blue pack and soon became a market leader ; the success lasted until the

1950's but by the mid sixties it was eventually withdrawn .

In 1934 the du Maurier mark was taken over by Gallaher, and in 1936 the

filter tipped version - the first such cigarette to be manufactured on a

commercial basis - was launched in the U .K . aimed primarily at female

smokers . Sir Gerald, famous for his portrayals of Captain Hook and Mr .

Darling in Barrie's Peter Pan, participated in the promotional campaigns,

including provincial tours - sponsored by the manufacturer . The endorsement

turned out to be the most successful of its kind in the history of the

tobacco industry .

U'"
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The distinctive red and silverjlaube box - now a classic - was in thos e

days as individualistic as the name du Maurier itself, - a forerunner of the

modern simple pack design that has replaced the more decorative style o f

the period .

In 1954 the du Mauric-r brand rights in Canada were sold to B .A .T's associate

Imperial Tobacco Con,any of Canada . But in 1955 after lengthy negotiations,

B .A .T acquired almost worldwide rights to the du Maurier trademark . In the

U .K . and Eire du Nauricr was acquired from Gallaher in 1979, and today

the brand is owned throughout the world by the B .A .T Group, with the singl e

exception of Australia where it is owned and marketed by Philip Morris .

As a cigarette brand name du Maurier is well remembered and is regarded as

sophisticated and somewhat elegant, with a high quality image . It is also

perhaps significant that the name is not generally associated with any

particular country or culture and consequently it has become accepted

around the world and ranks fifth among B .A .T's International brands .

Du Maurier's largest market is Canada which accounts for three quarters of

all B .A .T .'s sales of the brand . Here B .A .T has a 49 per cent interest in

MASCO Limited which markets du Maurier regular and king size, du Maurier

.pecial Mild - king size and _100 mm, and du Maurier Lights - regular and

king size . These brands have a combined share of more than 14 per cent of

the Canadian market . The original du Maurier, regular length, is the most

popular, with a contemporary image and appeal .

Regular length du Maurier is also the dominant brand in Trinidad with a

market share approaching60 per cent ; and the number one seller in Malta

with 25 per cent of the market .

In 1966 B .A .T launched the first 100 mm Virginia cigarette in the form of

du Maurier Superkir,gs : this brand is popular in the Middle East .

In the USA where it's marketed Ly Bro-, :n and Williarson, du Laurier king size

is manufactured using a US style blend, catering to popular American taste ;

elser :here a UK blend is used .

CD
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Du r;aurier regular filter is the third best selling brand in Jersey and

Guernsey and the traditional flat lau&e box is a favourite amongst British

troops in Europe .

In May 1980, B .A .T (U .K . & Export) Limited launched du Maurier King Size with

an advertising copy line of "look forthe silver lining" . There soon followed

the announcement of a major sponsorship of the Philharmonia Orchestra -

another event in du 11aurier's rather special history and tradition of

excellence and consistent with the brand's quality image and associations

with the arts .

In the United Kingdom the pack is now the popular mainstream hinge lid type -

and the original crepe paper filter has long since been replaced by an

acetate version . But du Maurier remains a very distinctive cigarette for the

discriminating smoker . . .

Finally we return to the United States for the origins of KENT, an

American brand that has its share of French background .

(KENT )

In 1760, Pierre Lorillard, a young Frenchman just completing a snuff-making

apprenticeship in New York, launched what is now the oldest tobacco company

in America .

0u Re1
1 Pierre, like most pione is, started out with meagre facilities . rents a

small house in , i York where he packed snuff for

re-sale to wholesalers . His chief assets were his newly learned trade and tu--•

brash confidence typical of young men determined to make th46r way in the

world . But his imagination, ingenuity and broad vision were to set the pace

for mass production in an industry destined to play an important role i n

that new, nation .

For the first 20 years, Pierre made slow but steady progress . The Lorillard

Company weathered the Revolution, and by 17£O Fierre's sons entered the

business . Towards the middle of the lqth century the Lorillard name had become

O

O
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so famous as the top brand of snuff that imitators and bootleggers were

copying the label for their inferior snuff and plug tobacco .

By the 1890's the Lorillard firm was producing plug tobacco at the rate of

20 million pounds a year, and selling 15 per cent of all the tobacco in the

United States . It was around this time that the company became part of

the giant American Tobacco Company, but with the understanding that the

Lorillard name would be retained on its established products . But when the

American Tobacco Company was declared a monopoly in 1911, the Lorillard

Company was re-established as an independent concern .

After the First World War, the Lorillard Company moved into the expanding

blended cigarette market . This led to the company's outstanding and

enduring success with a brand called Old Gold which has maintained its

reputation for quality to this day .

In 1952, anticipating the consumer swing towards filter cigarettes, the

company launched KENT . Named after the company's retiring president ,

KENT was promoted on a national scale and supported by a heavy advertising

t-udget .

4hile KENT was priced above the competition, Lorillard's advertising

stresseJthe 'priceless' benefits of their new and patented 'micronite

filter . And in increasing numbers, smokers turned to the new style of

filtered cigarette, that has since become the worldwide norm .

In 1974 Lorillard signed a deal with Imperial for the latter to market

KENT in Britain but in 1977 B .A .T, through its Moorgate subsidiary, acquired

the entire overseas rights to Lorillard's cigarette brands, including KENT

and the derivatives,- KENT DE LUXE, KENT GOLDEN LIGHTS, KENT SPECIAL MILD

and KENT MENTHOL . Lorillard can now only manufacture KENT brands for the

U .S . domestic market and for markets in U .S . dependencies . The B .A .T group,

through Brown and Williamson's International division and B .A .T (U .K . & Export )

LiriTe4, markets KENT brands elsewhere in the world .

Over the years KENT has developed a particular stronghold in the U .S .domestic

market - where it no . . ranks 10th among the top-selling brands - and is also
Q
C„D
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popular in Yugoslavia, Israel, the Middle East and Hong Kong . In addition,

it is B .A .T's third largest International brand .

In 1980 KENT KING SIZE was launched in the U .K . The launch was particularly

significant in that it was the first time a major American type cigarette

was launched in the U .K . in the low tar sector . And it has a place in all

three growing sectors of the market low tar, king size and American type .

KENT is B .A .T's major world wide contender in the American type category

and has established an international reputation as a mainstream American

cigarette which combines mildness with taste .

(SUMMARY )

In just a few short years B .A .T has already achieved a significant market

share with these three cigarette houses in the United Kingdom . For the future

more brands will be introduced into the U .K. market - and with a fund of

trademarks and established overseas brands to draw upon, and backed b y

sound market research and sales-experience, B .A .T will continue to meet the

increasing demand forruality andariety .

rr/djc/22 .1 .81
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